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Israel’s war on aid workers in Gaza
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Gaza aid returns to Cyprus after Israel kills NGO workers

Aid intended for Gaza is returning to Cyprus on the much-vaunted “sea corridor” after...
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French lawmaker stands by ‘Gaza genocide’ remarks

French lawmaker, Manuel Bompard, of the France Unbowed Party said yesterday that he stands...
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Will Iraq regain its glory?

These days mark the 21st anniversary of the American invasion of Iraq, with its...
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After foreign aid workers killed in Gaza, Netanyahu says: ‘These things happen in war’ 

	News

Palestinian doctor walks out of White House iftar, as community boycotts annual event 
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Australia Premier seeks phone call with Netanyahu over aid worker’s killing, no contact yet 

	

Cyprus to Gaza corridor will continue to operate, Cyprus president says 
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UK Premier calls on Israel to investigate killing of aid workers in Gaza 
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US discusses military action in Rafah with Israel 
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Land Day is an opportunity to urge the international community to stop the Gaza genocide 
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Miss Universe denies Saudi's participation in 2024 contest
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Iraq: Kataib Hezbollah ready to arm ’12,000 fighters’ in Jordan
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Freedom Flotilla Coalition to bring aid, international observers to Gaza this month
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Palestinian doctor walks out of White House iftar, as community boycotts annual event
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Egypt: charities provide meals during Ramadan, despite soaring costs
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Gaza death toll nears 33,000
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Pakistan, Indonesia, Malaysia condemn Israeli attack on Iranian consulate
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Gaza aid returns to Cyprus after Israel kills NGO workers
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French lawmaker stands by ‘Gaza genocide’ remarks
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Spain to recognise State of Palestine by July
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Sudan suspends work of Saudi- and UAE-owned TV channels
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LIVE UPDATES: Targeting food aid to starve families? Charities pull out of 'dangerous' Gaza
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Gulf Arab states test waters with Iraq investment




	
Reuters



	
In Baghdad’s Green Zone, a heavily fortified legacy from Iraq’s war-torn years, the glitzy Qatar-financed Rixos Hotel is taking shape, highlighting growing investment interest from Gulf Arab states. The...
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Israel not only wants to destroy UNRWA, but all humanitarian endeavours 
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Why do candidates affiliated with the regime in Egypt fail in union elections?
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Israeli official response regarding whether Israel deliberately targeted WCK
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UNICEF's James Elder says Israel had exact coordinates of WCK convoy
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‘This is an acute problem. Israel has also been previously trying to shut down UNRWA’
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US communicated with Israeli government over WCK strike
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Israeli forces destroy dozens of homes in the vicinity of Al-Shifa Hospital
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Israeli soldiers record ad in home of displaced and murdered Gazans
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Palestine this Week: Israel’s ‘killing zones’ in Gaza
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Doctors Without Borders physician says Israeli systemically targeting healthcare workers in Gaza
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MEMO inspects extensive destruction of Gaza's Al-Shifa Hospital as Israeli forces withdraw
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Land Day is an opportunity to urge the international community to stop the Gaza genocide
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‘These airdrops claim our lives’: Aid airdrops reveal international failure and complicity in dehumanising Palestinians
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In Israel, the US's foreign policy lies in ruins: MEMO in Conversation with Chas Freeman

The US’s support for Israel’s current war has wrecked American credibility, isolated the United States and will destabilise the Middle East, the former American envoy to Saudi Arabia tells MEMO.
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‘Women in Gaza are being raped and this is not being investigated or reported’

Canadian doctors volunteering in Gaza have reported women being sexually humiliated by Israeli occupation forces in front of their families, one woman was raped for 2 days until she was unable to speak, yet nothing is being done about it, Clinical Professor of Medicine Dr Aliya Khan tells MEMO.
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Refuge and Resistance: Palestinians and the International Refugee System

Reading Anne Irfan’s study on Palestinians and the UN Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees (UNRWA) at a time when Israel is committing genocide in Gaza illustrates how the allegedly apolitical premise of the UN cannot translate to neutrality, given that the agency is enmeshed with the UN, its donors and the Palestinian people themselves. While UNRWA’s mandate was primarily restricted to offering aid on a temporary basis, Israeli colonialism and the Israeli government’s refusal to allow Palestinians to return to their home transformed UNRWA. Mainly funded by powerful countries that hold a seat at the UN Security Council, Irfan’s book traces various strands of history and how these intertwine with internationalism, imperialism, Israeli colonisation and Palestinian refugees. Following […]
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Sfeeha (Meat pies)

I was always a little intimidated or hesitant to make dough and I know I am not ...
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